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In commencing its eleventh yea r the 
W PI is somewhat diffident of the result. 
It will be our constant aim and endeavor to 
make this paper a nt representative of the 
student and Alumni bodies. We ask aid 
from all, knowing how hopeless it is for us 
to expect to succeed without it . 
The columns of this paper are open at all 
times to aJI who are, nnd to all who have 
been, in any way connected with the Inst i-
tute. To them we say, show us that you 
feel an interest in our actions, and we shall 
try to be worthy of your notice. The in-
terest taken by t he Alumni in this sheet 
since its b irth is certainly n. source of g t·ati-
fication. W e hope this interest is still a 
living, growing one. \\·c earnestly petit ion 
for the same indulgence and cooperation 
which has hitherto always been shown by the 
Alumni. To the undergraduates all we can 
say , is that we will do our best, but that 
without their aid we are helpless. If each 
one will give us his aid we feel justified in 
saying that be will never reg ret it. 
The pa:$t executive corps have had many 
difficulties to overcome, and ably have they 
conducted the conflict. To Mr. Warren and 
to Mr. Riley more credit belongs thun ever 
can he published. T o them we offer our 
sincere congratulations for their unselfish 
work. " ' e thank them for upholding the 
standard of the paper and for fixing such a 
high gonl for us to nlb1in. 
Through the kindness of the Scientific 
A me1·ican, we publish on our opening page 
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the Ukencss of the President of the Insti-
tute, Thomas Corwin Mendenhall, Ph.D., 
LL.D. 
The baseball season which has just begun 
promises a decided advancement in the 
popularity of this sport among the colleges. 
Our own team has started the season under 
particularly favomble circumstances. All 
that is necessary to make the year a success 
from a financial, and, what is more import-
ant, from an athletic standpoint, is the hearty 
support of the students . At the Institute 
a mol'e hopeful outlook for a successful career 
has never faced a ni.oc. Why is this so? 
First and foremost the Faculty have recently 
shown a marked leniency to all branches of 
Athletics. Then, when the call was made 
e:nly in the spring for appl icants on the 
team, more than thirty men applied and 
supported their applications by constant 
practice. We may add, ns a third reason, 
the fact that all athletics are now under one 
control, there is no jealousy between dilferent 
associations, and, as President Mendenhall 
once quoted in this connection, "In union 
there is strength." \Ve repeat, all that is 
needed is the enthusiasm of the students. 
Each student must remember, that he sets 
an example which others will follow. H 
he is indifferent, others will be indi:fterent. 
If be is zealous, others will be zealous also. 
\Vill the students do what is expected of 
them, or wiU they permit the reputation of 
last year to be lowered ? We are confident, 
we feel convinced, that the first and not the 
last will be answered in the affirmative. 
We are in receipt of n newspaper from 
Sydney, New South Wales, containing an 
address delivered in that city on January 
18th by Prof. N. A. Cobb, '81, who is Pa-
thologist to the Department of Agriculture 
of Australia. The subject of the lecture is 
"Looking Forward" or the "Final Predom-
inance of the English Language." The arti-
cle is very interesting and we regret that 
we are unable to publish it owing to Jack of 
space. Anyone who so desires, may, how-
ever, obtain this paper on application to us. 
The results of the Interscholastic Meet in 
Boston lately are certainly of interest to us 
all. The Tech should take u warm interest 
in all of the High School and Worcester 
Academy athletics, if for no other reason 
than that so many of their men are her 
graduates, undergraduates or future stu-
dents. We wish the High School success 
in everything and we congratulate them on 
winning the highly prized Shield the second 
time in succession. 
To those, who received a notice through 
these columns regarding their back sub-
scriptions to this paper, we beg permission 
to make tbe following announcement. Mr. 
Riley, the past business manager, has writ-
ten to you all , and it is ahsolutely necessary 
that he receive, as soon as possible, all 
payments of subscriptions for the last vol-
ume of this paper. 
In another column will be found the two 
papers read before the last meeting of the 
Washburn Engineering Society. W e are 
indebted to Mr. Clinton Alvord, '86, for his 
article on gearing and also for his original 
drawings, cuts from which enable his paper 
to be more intelligently followed. We are 
also grateful to Messrs . M. C. AJlen, '94, 
and F. ·w. Sawyer, '94, for their paper on 
the transmission of power. 
It is with pleasure that we announce the 
election of Lawrence Powers Tolman, '97, 
and Boward Sprague Knowlton, '98, to the 
editorial staff of the W P I. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF ECCENTRIC AND 
ODD-SHAPED GEARS BY A GRAPH-
ICAL METHOD. 
BY Mn. CLINTON ALVORD, '86. 
Mr. President and Members or the Society:-
While readJng this paper on gearing, the speaker 
wishes it understood that be Is not presenting a 
mathematical treatise on the subject, but s imply a 
graphic method of constructing eccentric and odd-
shaped gears. He Is not an expert on gearing and 
has studJcd the subject from time to time only as 
problems. have arisen in the regular course of hls 
work. 
It is not my Intention to give an engineering paper 
on the designing of gears to cnny given loads under 
certain conditions. All I desire, Is to illustrate a 
few points in the drawing of odd-shaped gears, 
hoping some parts may be of Interest and protlt to 
some of my hearers, If they ever have occasion to 
draft a gear which Is out of round. 
The speaker has never seen a description of a 
method of drawing eccentric gears, and so bas con-
structed one for himself; bat the whole s ubject ls 
probably an old story to some of my bearers, who 
may have a better and more accurate method. I ftnd 
eccentric gears are generally cast gears, and the old 
shop method was to cast two solid gears, bore them 
otr centre to an equal amount, and then ftle flat on 
the sides sufficiently to allow them to rotate. To 
run well, these gears must always be meshed together 
on the sides that were 1lled Into each other. A second 
shop method was to cast two gears in brasll, ~aw 
away the arms and bub, and then ftatten the toothed 
rings on the sides sufficiently to induce rotation; the 
bobs belng replaced after the required form was 
found. ....~: an 
I may say the only help I have bad in drawing 
eccentric gears is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here Is a 
~ ' \ ' I ~ ·~ ;' _,' 
\ . \ -
•• ' • I 
\ .. . , // ~ -
."!~ . "!. ' .;:;, ... / 
' ... , , .4"P " 
...... . - · - - ..: -,u . ., r 
-<:............_ , _ ,. 
~ --·-·---' ' " 
Fig. 1. 
simple gear of 711 longest p. dia. and l" eccentricity. 
I was Instructed in such cases to strike my p. circle 
with a 3A" radios, to set otr the eccentricity ( In this 
case l") , then to calculate the third side of the right-
angled triangle when l" is the base, and SA", or the 
radius, is tbe hypothenuse. Two halt circles were 
then to be struck by placing the dividers off the 
centre the determined amount, and the teeth erected 
on these lines. Let me say here, that this is a sum-
clent.ly accurate method for n cast gear of Rml\l l 
ecct:ntrlclty. If you have a good wood-pattern-
maker, bnve blm make the gen r acrurately to your 
shrink drawing, otherwise scratch the bottom lines 
on a prepared iron disk, and ha\'C a good wor kman 
cut to the scratched lines. An eccentric gear should 
have an odd number of teeth so a tooth will always 
come opposite a space on any diameter, then two 
castings olf one pattern wUl run with each other. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2 lllostra~ the second style of problem I 
came across, and here the t~pcaker bad to depend 
upon himself. I t was the solving of this problem 
that opened the way for aU others. My employer bad 
undertaken the problem himself, and after two days 
of hard work bad made a drawing or two 2 to 1 gears 
that were supposed to run together. In spacing the 
teeth be was out th1·ee teeth on the small gear. 
After which hi~ patternrunker had two 2 to 1 gears 
cast In brass and hammered tbem into shape so they 
would rotate. All this was some months prior to 
my advent upon the field of' operations. A year later 
the call '~as for a pair or smaller gears and of greater 
eccentricity, and I was advised to go through the 
brass bending process. Being a draftsman, the 
speaker bad the well foundt'd belief, that a drawing 
was better. It seems very simple and e~y now, but 
I worked on it for halt a day, after whJch brain elfort 
I told my employer I could design him 2 to 1 eccen-
tric gears or any size, or eccentricity, in half an hour . 
His polite answer was, that I might be mighty smnrt, 
b ut be bad worked two whole dayt~ and fullect , and I 
bad better hurry along those brass gears. A showing 
of the dra·wing, an eloquent drscriptlon thereof, nn(} 
finally a strong pleading, drew out a reluctant consent 
to a trlal. Of course the ~ears ran perfectly, jo!IL as 
good as If cast from cut iron pntt.erus. The speaker 
tbinls be has never seen even a wood-cut of 2 to 1 
eccentric gearing. First and always, It, Ia the dnty of 
tbe draftsman to make things as cheaply as possible. 
My employer had star ted with the elliptic gear, nnd 
striven to make an eccentric gear to run with It ; thus 
making two expens1ve wood patterns. The ~>peaker 
took a cut r ound iron pattcro for the small gear and 
then bored It otr centre n.s shown here 1n Fig. 2. 
That part of the pattern-making was simple and 
Inexpensive. 
1\iantlestly all the teeth and spaces in this small 
gear must revolve around the hub centre. Therefore 
I have drawn the lines In which they rotate and we 
have them here In these light llnes wbich cro~s the 
line of centres at these points. The small gear ls 
6'' p. ilia. and 25 teeth; a 50-tooth gear would be 
12" p. dia., and the two gears would be !V' !rom 
centr e to centre; therefore I started the centre of 
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the elllpUc gear 9'' from tbe hub centre of the eccen-
tric gear. 
In the d rawing I ba\•e rotated the pitch point of 
the $[)<ret! or the eccentric gear. The teeth of the 
elliptic gear will mesh with these spaces . The pitch 
points ot these meshin~ spaces and teeth most be 
common where they cross the line or centres j con-
sequently by revolving these common pitch points 
around the centre of the elliptic gear, we have the 
lines upon which the teetb of the elliptic geu mUBt 
be at all times. By setting the dividers at the s ame 
pitc h ll.S In the eccentric gear and stepping oft' 1rom 
line to line, we find our calculations correct. We 
may find It necessary to correct the pitch to come out 
just even, for the curve LJ sharp at the end and ilatt.e:r 
on the sides ; bot if we have been careful the result 
will be sat! factory. These gears will ron together , 
bot the eccentric will not run with another of Its 
kind, nor will the elliptic ron with another elliptic. 
I n making the patterns, the eccentric Is a rount1 iron 
cut gear bored olf cent re, and a good wood pattern-
maker will have no t rouble In fot1owlug your s hrink 
drawing for the elliptic. 
Thl~ laying out, or re,-olving, the lines on which 
the teeth rotate, and then finding their position by 
steppi ng otr the pitch from line to line with the 
dh·lders was the method I disco,·ered after a half-day 
or study, and I ha>e kept to It In all forms of gears. 
It is t.lmple and when intelligently used will give 
good results. 
Fig. S. 
Fig. 8 Illustrates no eccentric gear that will run 
with another of its k1nd. The gear Is not symmetrical, 
the reason being tbat each half Is d r;\wn f rom its own 
scheme of velocity increment, lf I may so name it . 
The upper half is drawn accord In~ to a crank motion; 
that b, the teeth recede from the bob centre as shown 
in circle at the left of t he figure. This gear is 51' 
longest p. dla., and Iii' otr centre. Therefore, I have 
struck a circle of 2~" diam. at this point. The gear 
must have an odd number of teeth, so I have divided 
the ci rcle in 17 equal parts, and projected them down 
onto the line of centres, which arrangement gi>es me 
the desired crank motion. These pitch points are then 
revolved around the bub centre, as shown, and the pitch 
stepped oft' by the dividers Crom line to line. Two or 
three trials of course are necessary, as would be the 
case loan ordinary round gear. 
I ha,·e erected the teeth perpendicular to the curve 
on which they are standing, and as the curvature 
chan~es they change in shape. The teeth are sup-
post:d to be lnvulutes. The reason the lower half of 
the gear varies In contour f rom the upper half is as 
follows : At the right hand side I divided the 2!'' 
into equal parts representing the number or teeth, and 
revolved every other point in the manner already de-
scribed. On stepping olf the cent res of the teeth I ob-
tained a dllferent curve f rom the upper halt. Two 
castings f rom that pattern will run together. The 
gear could be made wholly on either plan Instead of 
half and half, In which case lt. would be symmetrical. 
Somebody is probably saying these gears are con-
structed and look like cams. 
Fig.~. 
Fig. 4 Introduces us to a more complex example. 
Here we have two to one gearing, and the gears will 
run together, and also each gear will run with another 
of its kind. I eoUBtructed the large gear on the same 
plan as the upper part of Fig. S, using the crank motion 
for development. Having decided on the longest and 
shortest diameters, I struck a circle, the diameter of 
which Is the dllference in length between the major 
and minor radii. I divided the cir cle, as in the pre-
vious figure, and revolved the lines on which the vari-
ous teeth must be at all times. Two or three trials with 
the dividers established the pitch. The pitch Is the 
same in both gears, so with the small gear it is the 
bub centre which must be found. Two or three trials 
or cent res and revolved pitch lines furnishes the cen-
tre, which will satis fy the pitch stepped otr by the 
dividers. As already stated, each of these gears will 
mesb properly with another of its klud. 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5 is something which we have all seen In 
books on gearing, in a perspective wood-cut; bot the 
speaker has never seen a description of any method 
for constructing such gears. However , this is almost 
tbe slmple.st tu:ample on these drawings. Draw the 
square gear first, forming t he corners on a circle, re-
volve the pitch points of the teeth a nd then try for the 
centre of t he mate to roo with the square gear, exactly 
as we found the bob centre or the small gear in Fig.~ 
I was for~unat~ enough in this case to find the centre 
a t the fi rst t rial, tbe d ividers coming out just even. 
A problem llke that would be termed In slang " a 
snap." 
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Fig. 6 was to me the hardest of all, and required the 
most thought, considering t.hat I already knew I must 
revolve the pitch points of the teeth. The gears look 
eaay to cons~ruct now, bot somehow or other at the 
time I used considerable brain eJI'ort in my drawing. 
F ig. 6. 
One ot the hardest things was lo construct a drawing 
that a pattern-maker could follow. The speaker had 
all the work he could do at the time the need of eccen-
tric bevel gears arose; so it was thought best to send 
down to Mr. Hugo Bilgrlm's (I was liTing in Philadel-
phia at the time) and ho.ve him make a pair of gears 
for patterns. Arter two trips to his place of business 
and three days of waiting, Mr. Bilgrim declined to 
furni sh the gears, saying he thought It could not be 
done properly. Mr. Grant, or Lexington, Mass., wrote 
that it was all explained in his book on gearing, but a 
cRreful reading of said publication disclosed only a 
small wood-cot In perspectiYe with absolutely no de-
scription of construction. Then the problem was 
turned over to the speaker. It is really quite simple, 
and a good pattern-maker need have no ditncnlty In 
making a single pattern ot an eccentric beYel gear, 
any two castings or whlcb wlll run together nicely. 
Sketch In two bevel gears. In this case I have 
placed them !" o11' centre at pitch llne of large end. 
Parallel to the inclined pitch line, draw off and con-
struct the bottom lines of the large and small ends 
or the gear, exactly as you wonld construct two eccen-
tric gears of the same number of teel.h, bot of diJI'erent 
pitch. Now please pay attention to the point. It Is 
not the pitch lines that the pattern-maker want!!, but 
the bottom lines. He should tlrst construcL the cone 
which Is the bottom of the gear, and upon this fasten 
the teeth. I ftnd the following to be the easiest 
method for the pattern-maker. Have him turn out a 
disk of wood that will just make the bottom cone. I 
have represented thts block by the dotted lines. Cut 
this block on the lines of the large and small ends of 
the gear. Thl~ wUl give you a section of a cylinder, 
cot on an angle, which will conform nearly to your 
sketch or the large end of the gear. On thl~ cut block 
be can lsy out his bob centres from your drawing, 
and also the centre!:! of the teeth for both larrre and 
small end . The \VOOll outside of tllese pitch points 
Is cot away, leaving the bottom cone. Bore the bob 
centre accurately and dt on the hub, for the gear 
must be chucked from the bub. Cut out enough teeth 
for the gear from your sketch of the protlle at both 
large and smRll end .. , and tack them on to the cone by 
the centre lines alre:&dy laid out. Get two castings 
from the pnttero ood you will be pleased to see bow 
nicely they run. I prided myself a good deal on that 
method or having the pattern-maker form the bottom 
cone In that w:1y, and attach the teeth aft.crwards. 
You perceive 1 have said nothing about rolllng c ir-
cles ror the construcUon of teeth, nor have I advanced 
any theory, or attempted a mat.hcmat.lcal equation for 
any of the curves. But you can construct odd-shnped 
gears by this method. 
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF 
POWER BY ELECTRICITY. 
BY M. c. ALLI:N, '94, A."'D F. w. SAWYER, '94. 
To present In as short a paper as this more than a 
general discussion of the subject or power transmis-
sion by electricity would be an lmpo:>sibillty, and we 
Intend to gh·e only a general outline o! the different 
sy tem , state their advantages and dlsad\"antage3, 
nod to detail as rar as possible their workings. 
Power transmls ion Is ad\"lsable only where we 
have a cheap source of power, as In the case of water-
falls. This Is especially true of mining 11ections In 
mountainous countries, where the price of fuel Is 
fabulous, and where good streams of running water 
ore quite numerous; but where the cost of rue! Is 
cheap, as in New England, power t:ran mission ifl 
amall1t11its cannot compete with steam generated on 
the spot. 
Tbe three great systems for transmitting power are 
by the direct cut·rent, the single phase altern tHing, and 
the polyphase alternating. In transmitting by the 
dh·ect current we llave the dynamo coupled ulrectly t o 
the turbine, the current carried direct to the llne and 
thence to the motors at the other end. Transmission 
by the direct current I only profitable for short dls-
tnnces and lu small units. Tbls system has not been 
used to aoy extent In this country, and it has been 
stamped a failure, bot In Europe we ilod several small 
plants transmltllng a short distance and giving atl -
faction. The most oote,vortby being In Gerlll1llly, 
France and Swltterlnnrt. I n any power transmission 
the power t ransmitted Is equal to the current times 
the E. M. F., and tbe Io s on the Hne Is equal to the 
current squared Urnes the reslsiJUlce of the line. 
In order to transmit profitably, we can readily see 
that we mn t o~e a high voltage; this will m1ke our 
current small, consequcnlly our loss on the line a 
minimum, In fact the limit of economy of transmls-
:-lon Is the llmlt to which we can ralse our \•oltage. 
In direct current work we can nse only small voltages 
on account of the sparking at tbe commutator parts. 
With tbe alternating current, voltage is limited only 
by the perfection or Insulation ; for the current can 
be taken from comparatively low pressure machines, 
and by the use or transformers voltage can be raised 
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a.nd an.er being transmitted can be lo\vered to a salta· 
ble pressure and distributed. In all alternating cur· 
rent systems we have the generator coupled directly 
to the turbine, the current taken to transformers, 
pressure raised, then transmitted to the end of t he 
line, where step-down transformers do their work of 
lowering the voltage, and the current Is distributed 
to motors, etc., as required. 
The three alternating current schemes are the single 
phase, the two phase, and the three phase systems. 
The single phase Is transm ission by a single aitern.at.-
lng current; the two phase by two currents dllfering 
in phase by 90°, that Is one current r eaching its max-
imum value one-quar ter of an alternatlon before the 
o~her, and requiring two separate circuits. In the 
t hree phase we have three currents dUI'ering in phase 
by 120°, or reaching their maxima at Intervals of one-
third an alternaUon, and requi.rlng three separate lead 
wires. The value of the plants of any of these sys-
tems as a transmitting ngency depends on the fust 
cost, efficiency of transmission and adaptability of the 
syst em. The efficiencies of these three alternating 
systems do not t~arv qreatlv, and are dependent on the 
style of motors used. 
Now let us cousld~.r tll e cost or the systems. In 
almost any system a lar~e per cent. of the cost Is 
with the wire on the line, and it is to this we must 
pay particular attention. The cost In the pole line ls 
pructlcally the same, and the variatlou most come In 
the cost of the wire. On fi rst ~>igbt one would thlnk 
tbnt. the slngle pba e, ha\'lng only a slngle lead wire 
and r tturn, would be t he chen pest; but such is not the 
case. Iu 1 he two phase system there are two sepn· 
rate circuit , each carrying a portion of the load, and 
requiring t wo lead and two return wires, but In pract--
Ice the two return wires are comblneu to a single wire, 
mnklng n. slight savi ng in copper. In the three phase 
there are three separate circuits:, each carrying a por· 
t lon of the current. It has been proven that tr the sys-
tems are balanced, and the three return wires combined 
into one, there would be no flow of current through 
the single retul'U, so that by lntcrlluking the wires 
no return current can flow, so no return wires are 
necessary, and in practice we need only the t hree lead 
wires. This gives a large saving In copper and is 
con idered by many to be the best system !o r t rans· 
mission. It bas, however, this dl!'a.dvantage, that 
unless the three circuits are loaded equ:Uly the return 
wires cannot be dispensed with . 
The adaptability of the systems and thelr general 
workings are next to be considered, and present, per-
haps, the most interesting part. of the paper. In read-
ing or transmission Installations we tlnd that a greater 
difference Is drawn between the styles of motors used 
t han between the phases used to transmit. We see 
the terms synchronous and non-~yncbronous used 
more frequently than the term single and poly phase. 
The synchronous motor is a generator reversed, using 
electrical power rather than mechanical, and moving 
at the exact speed of the generator to which it is 
wired. The Induction motor Is nothing more than a 
transformer with an open magnetic circuit, and a 
revolving secondary. These two types of machines 
differ widely ln their workings. The synchronous 
motor is not self-starLing, but. must be brought up to 
synchronism, that Is to the exact speed of the genera-
tor, by some auxiliary means. When It is UP' to speed 
the alternating current is applied, and the machine 
continoeK to run In synchronism. This style o! motor 
is or high efficiency, often having a maximum of 95 
per cent., but on account or difficulty ln starting they 
are only used in large units, where the load is con-
tiouous for a length of time and where there is no 
great change In the load. While, In these machines 
we are not troubled with s parking commutator parts, 
yet the collecting rings ot"ten give us some t rouble. 
Another objection to this machine is that by a large 
overload the motor Is thrown out of synchronism, 
when It immediately comes to a s tandstlll &nd a burn· 
out Is generally the resu lt. 
Now we have the Induction motor, which contains 
some or the good points which are lacking In the 
synchronous machine. This motor Is self-starting, 
with a starting torque or couple much larger than 
the running torque. It runs with less than 2.5 per 
cent. variation In speed, bas no brushes o r collecting 
rings, consequently no sparking; it will stand any 
overload without a burn-out, and can be installed in 
small units, is of as high efficiency as a dlrect current 
motor, aud the machines are of light weight. The 
power In a mlll or machine shop is often subdivided 
and run to several induction motors which arc bolted 
to tile ceiling, and the armaturei are coupled directly 
to the sh:U'llng, and tbos compensating for their 
slightly lower efficiency than the synchronous motor 
by tho saving of excessive friction of long lines of 
shat"tlng. Tile Induction motor has only been on the 
market a few yeau and as yet no single phase Indue· 
tion motor ha'l been made which is a commercial soc-
cess, the successtnllnductioo motor being of the two 
and three pbuse types. 
Considering all systems as to their advantages and 
disadvantages, It can be readily seen that, for long 
transmissions and big units, the direct current, on 
account of Its Inefficiency for transmission, cannot be 
used economically. Of the three alternating current 
systems there Is a g reat diversity of opinion as to the 
relative meri ts, and each system bas Its own particu-
lar champlou, who seems wil ling to meet all comers. 
Prof. S . P. Thompson says that the sin~le pbase 
al ter nating system is the coming system. Steinmetz 
agrees with blm and claims that the self-induction of 
the machines nod tho capacity on t he lines, the two 
great objections to this system, will eventually be 
obliterated and then we will bear very little about the 
polyphase systems. Prof. Forbes seems to be the 
champion of the two phase system, and he bas de-
signed the system by which po,ver w111 be t ransmitted 
trom Niagara to Butr:llo. The General Electric Com· 
pany stand by the the three phase system and are drm 
believers in Its superiority. 
In the three phase system we find that the seJ1-
inductlon is only 57 per cent. of what It Is on the two 
phase four wire system. A fu rther argument. lu favor 
of the three phase is that the cost of wlri ng Is less. 
But on the other hand, the two phase system has 
excellent qualities to which the threo phase cannot 
lay claim. Tests show that circuits of the three 
phase system generato r differ in press ure I ( they are 
not equally loaded. If Independent regulation or cir-
cuits Is necessar y, one circuit can be given a proper 
pressure from the dynamo and the other clrcolts can 
be raised or lowered as requirtJd. Now the two phase 
system can stand this unequal loading, and in the case 
of Incandescent lighting Is by far the better system. 
Another thing In favor or the two phase system ts 
that the load Is separated Into two divisions rather 
than three, which makes it much simpler to work. 
Again, In transforming to ditferen t voltage.s only two 
transformers are necessary ror the two phase, w hile 
in t he three phase we mllSt have three; a11d as trans-
formers use up energy, we tlnd a bigger loss in this 
respect In the three phase than in the two phase. 
Now summing up the advantages and dis:ldvantages 
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of the two and three phue, an eminent electrician 
has eald that the two phase was the best adapted to 
dlstrlbutlon on account of belng able to load the clr-
cults unequally, bot for simple transmission he thought 
the three phase the better. No'v It has been ahown 
that, by the use of transformers, currents of the two 
phase can be transformed to currents of the three 
phase, and currents or the three phase can be trans-
formed as easily to the two. So that some advocate 
a new system, namely, to transmit power by the tbree 
phase, tht!n by the nse of transformers convert into a 
two phase and distribute. 
Now, let as for n few minutes look at some of the 
systems ln operation. At ElDorado, Cal., we ftnd a 
dlrt!ct current plant supplying a mine with 160 H. P . , 
transmitting tho power 7 miles over No. S wlre, and 
claiming a saving of 60 per cent. over the previous 
method, where they bad to pay $3.50 a cord for wood. 
Again, the General Electric Company put ln a plant 
for the Vlrglnlusgroup of mines near Ouray, Colorado. 
These mines are ln a moontainous country and are 
a boot 12,700 ft . above the level of the sea. Previous 
to the Installation of this plant lt cost the compnny 
about $40,000 per year for power. About 4 miles 
from the mines ls Red Caiion Creek, acro~s which a 
dam Is put. An Iron pipe runs along the side of the 
canon for •.ooo It. , giving a pressure bead or 485 ft., 
which mOB two Pelton wheels of 500 and 720 H. P., 
respectively. To these wheels are coupled two dyna-
mos of Edison make of 100 K. w. and 60 K . W., and 
giving a total out-put or 298 H. P. The length or the 
wire ls about 19,000 ft. Electrical machinery at the 
mines consists of two pumps, 60 and 25 H. P., one 25 
B. P. holst, two 60 H. P. motors, running the con-
centrator and stamping mills, and a 15 H. P. blower. 
Current Is transmitted from waterfalls to mlne at 
800 volts pressure, and the mine is very damp. As 
yet there has been no difficulty whatever with the 
working of the plant, and everything points to a big 
gain over the former method of furnishing power. 
In Switzerland we find the direct current used for 
transmltLiug power to a great extent. On account of 
the mountainous country swift running streams are 
numerous, and we find many towns taking advantage 
of it. A watenvheel Is put In and power tran.smltted 
to t he town, a few mlles distant, where it ls dis-
tributed to tho small shop~t and also used for lighting 
purposes. Here we find the power transmitted vary-
log from 50 B . P. to 600 H. P., the dlstance varying 
ft·om a quarter of a mile to 6a miles, and the efficien-
cies from 70 to 80 per cent. So that for mountainous 
couutrles like Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the 
western part or the United States, Mexico, etc., there 
Is a great future !or this means of obtaining power. 
The first three phase plant to be Installed In this 
country was at Redlands, Cal., where the cost or coal 
varies from $!! to $ 12 per ton. Here we have a stl"eam 
o! water which at Its lowest ftow can furnish 800 H. P . 
Two large Pelton wheelli of 200 H. P. each are attached 
to two 60 K. W. three phase generators, delivering 
current to the Une at 2,500 volt..'l. The fields of these 
machines are excited by two 10 K. W. exciters, each 
~pable of energizing the fields of both. From the 
power boose are run two clrcuits, each three 00 B. & 
S. wires; one of these circuits to RedliUlds, 7! miles 
distant, and another to Mentone, 4l miles. This 
plant supplies power to the Union Ice Company, 
where synchronous motors are used, for the operation 
of the lee plant Ls continuous for 24 hours per day 
and, barrlnr accident, for 365 days in the year. These 
motors are of 160 K. W. capacity and run at 760 revo-
lutions. In Mentone they have SO arc lamps, besides 
over 1,000 16 c. p. lncandescents distributed over the 
three lege of the circuit. There are also ln the line a 
number of small Induction motors without commu-
tator parte or collecting rings. Thls plant has been 
runnlng for some time and bas given the best of 
results, and no trouble bas been uperienced from un-
balancing of 11gb t-Unes. On account of the extremely 
high price or coal the financial advantage has been 
considerable. 
One of the best examptes of the two pbase system 
that we can give to show Its superiority ls the pro-
posed Nlllgara plant. This company, we see by the 
last Eleclrlcal Worlcl, will deliver 2-&-hour power In 
Bulfalo for a price between $30 and $40 per H. P. per 
year. They will transmit, ho,vever, 100,000 H. P. 
and that wlll bring the cost much lower than Lf a 
smaller amount were transmitted. 
One of the best examples or a sin_Rie phase alternat-
Ing current plant Is at Portland, uregon, where SOO 
H. P. Is transmitted 18 miles at 4,000 volts pressure. 
At receiving end voltage Is 3,800, where It Is trans-
formed to 1,100, distributed to ordinary transformers 
which reduce It again to 60 or 100 volts, as .requlred 
by consumers. 
We have shown where some of the plants have been 
tnstatled, tried to point the advantages and disad-
vantages or each, as well as give you some ii'll'a or 
their worklo1(. We do not attempt to say which sys-
tem Is the be t, but leave that for you to decide. 
Tbat there Is a great fntnre for Lransmlssion by elec-
tricity goes without saying, and in years to come we 
expect 1.0 see lt raised to such a degree or eftlcfency 
and profit that smoky cities will be only a thing of 
history. 
DESCRIPTIONS O F THE N EW 
BUIL D I NGS. 
This bnilding is :\substantial brick building, 
erected in 1894 witb funds given by the Com-
monwenlth. The building is 52 feet by 116 
feet, with basement and three floors. The base-
ment contains a hydraulic laboratory, an erect-
ing and testing laboratory, a cement-testing 
laboratory, and room for testing materials of 
construction. On tbe first floor is au apparatus 
room ; a laboratot·y for testing the properties of 
small samples of metals and otller mnterinls, 
such as woven fabrics, ropes and belts i and a. 
general laboratory for experiments and research 
in connection with engineering problems and 
thesis work. On the second floor is a lecture 
room, 40 feet by 48 feet, two recitation rooms, 
a reading room and office room. On the third 
floor is a mechanical drawing room, 48 feet 
square, with blue-print room ; a. free-band draw-
ina room, 32 feet by 48 feet, with model room 
adJacent, and a room for m:lchine design. 
The Pewer La._ra&o'"7. 
Tbis is a one-story brick building, 56 feet by 
70 teet, containing a boiler room, a room for 
the manufacture of gas for tbe generation of 
power by means of a gas engine, and an engine 
room, 52 feet by 56 feet, with sub-basement 
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nine feet high for recei\"ers, condensers and 
steam pipes. This building is located between 
the Engineering Laboratories and the Washburn 
Shops, to either of which it cnn supply heat and 
power. 
T .. e H7 .... Dlle Te•U•~ P l aal, 
A one-story wooden building, sheltering an 
eighty horse-power turbine and the meters, 
weirs and other apparatus used in conducting 
byuraulic tests and experiments. This building 
bas a tower for the location and observation of 
piezometers connected with the penstock, Ven-
turi meter and the water-wheel casing. 
Ea~ .. -rla~ £altorator7. 
The basement floor is equipped with: 
1st. A department for testing materials of 
construction, such as beams, pillars, and struct-
ural work, equipped with a 100,000 pound 
Emery Testing. Machine, and other smaller 
machines and accompanying apparatus. 
2d. A cement-testing department, with facili-
ties for making and testing briquets of cement 
and other similar material. 
3d. A hydraulic department, equipped with 
pressure tank, pumps, weighing tanks, nozzles 
of various shapes for experiments with flow of 
water, weirs, water meters and ganges, and all 
apparatus required in the experimental study of 
the principles of hydrostatics and hydraulics. 
4th. A department for testing lubricants, 
provided with oil· testing machines, and means 
tor comparing all the mechanical qualities of 
lubricants and alloys, as well as of self-lubricat-
ing materials for bearings of journals, etc. 
5th. A department for temporarily setting 
op and testing machines and motors for the pur-
pose of measuring either the power required to 
do certain work, the mechanical perfection of 
the machine, or its efficiency. Facilities are 
provided here for the student to dissect, re-assem-
ble, and adjust machines before operating and 
testing them. 
On the first floor is located : 
1st. A department equipped for testing the 
various properties of small samples of materials ; 
such as iron, brass, steel, woven fabrics, ropes, 
belting, etc. 
2d. An apparatus room, in which all the 
portable and delicate pieces of apparatus are 
kept, repaired, and tested. 
3d. A general laboratory for experiment and 
research in connection with such problems in 
Applied Mechanics and Eogineel'ing as may be 
taken op in connection with the regular courses 
of instruction in the vuious branches of Engi-
neering, and in thesis work. 
Other floors of this building furnish ample 
space for lecture and recitation rooms, and for 
extension of laboratory facilities. 
Pow-er£aberatorT• 
In the Power Laboratory the boiler room con-
tains two 80 H. P. upright boilers of the Manning 
type, built for Tech's special use, and adapted 
to high steam pressures. Also a steam pump, 
feed heater, calorimeters, and facilities for 
weighing coal and feed water, securing flue gases 
and temperature of same, etc. 
Tile Z.al- .__ eea&at--
lst. Three highly organized steam engines, 
so installed that they may be combined to form 
either a triple or compound engine, and pro-
vided with jackets, receivers, condensers, brakes, 
and all appliances for the economic production 
and careful measurement of power and of all the 
quantities required for computing the various 
efficiencies of the engines under widely varying 
conditions. 
2d. An upright triple engine with cranks set 
at 120°, nod provided with heaters between the 
cylinders. 
A gas producer plant and a gas engine of not 
less than fifty horse-power will probably be 
added at an early date, so that either steam or 
gas as a prmiary source of power will be con-
veniently available, nod comparisions of effi-
ciency and economy readily made. 
An electric lighting and power plant will also 
be installed in the same building. 
A shaft runs through the Power Laboratory 
three feet from the basement floor. One end of 
this shaft. runs underneath the floor of the 
Washburn Shops, and from this end power is 
taken for running the Shops. The other end of 
the shaft enters the Engineering Laboratory. 
Two travelling cranes in the engine room enable 
heavy work in any part to be handled with ease 
in case of changes or repairs, Ol' the setting up 
of new machines. 
The Power Laboratory thus combines three 
important functions, and in an economical man-
ner. It provides power for the Shops and Lab-
oratory. I t supplies light to all the Institute 
buildings that need it, and it forms a laboratory 
where students may make tests of boilers and 
engines on a pmctical scale and onder the usual 
commercial conditions. At the same time the 
two sources of power, either of which is suffi-
cient to run the Shops, make it easy to control 
either source at pleasure ( i . e. the steam plant 
or the gas plant) for special experimentation 
and research. 
The Hydraulic Testing Plant or Laboratory 
is located about four and a half miles from the 
Institute, near a way station on the Fitchburg 
railroad (Chaffins), and enables the Institute to 
offer Engineering students actual practice in 
testing a turbine water-wheel in a thorough 
manner, including the handling and measure-
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ment of large quantities of water by the most 
approved methods. 
It also furnishes opportunity for the practical 
illustration of the tt·ansmission of power by 
electricity on a commercial scale, and for this 
purpose it is planned to install large dynamos 
at the Hydr·aulic Laboratory, with motors at the 
Power Laboratory, so that the various problems 
relating to insulation, weight of conductors, 
etc., etc., can be thoroughly studied. 
The plant is located on a water privilege with 
thirty feet head, which furnishes about 80 H. P. 
for· most of the year. 
ENGINEERING IN TROPICAL CLIMES. 
If one wishes to spend a winter away from 
snow storms and blizzards, and among orange 
groves, roses, and lilies, he will find Southern 
California one of the most delightful spots on 
earth to pass such a winter, and of all Southern 
California, Pasadena is demonstratably the most 
beautiful. 
A New Englander can hardly reulize what it 
is to pick oranges from the trees, gather roses, 
and to enjoy the shade of the spreading branches 
of the palm in the dead of winter. These one 
would not expect to see on New Year's day ,a coach 
pnrade in wbich the horses and carriages were 
lavishly decorated with calla lilies, roses and 
vines, while the participants were dressed in 
summer clothing. Yet these are only suggestions 
of the beauties and pleasures with which the 
tourist may delight his eyes and heart in this, 
" Our Italy." 
But in this land of eternal summer not only 
wondet·s of nature are to be enjoyed ; there is a 
wonder in the field of engineering of which 
Pasadena bas a right to be proud. It is the 
Mt. Lowe Railway. It bas been pronounced by 
eminent engineers '' The Modern Miracle of 
Railroad Engineering." 
From here one may reach this road via the 
Los Angeles Terminal Ry. , the street cars, or 
the Mt. Lowe tally-ho coaches. After a ride of 
three miles Altedena station is reached, where 
connection is made with t he trolley line of the 
Mt. LoweRy. 
The power is supplied by two sixty horse-
power Otto gas engines, and transmitted through 
Edison generators to the motors by means of 
the ordinary trolley. 
The road rising with a grade of not more that 
i % winds around the foothills of the Sierra 
Madre Mts. into Rubio Caiion. In order to 
make its ingress possible, shelves had to be 
hewn ont of the precipitous sides of the canon 
for the roadbed. To accomplish this in many 
places, men were let down by ropes from the 
top of the precipices, and while hanging in mid-
air they drilled and blasted away the rook. 
Along here the scenery is grand. On one side 
of the t1·ack the mountain rises hundreds of feet 
perpendicularly upwards, while on the other it 
is as many more down to the bottom of the 
canon. Beyond the gorge are again the moun-
tnios, with all their majesty, and far below in 
the distance lies the peaceful San Gabriel VaUey 
covered with orange groves nod vineyards. 
At the end of this road, at Rubio Pn\"'ilion, 
the greatest wonder of the railway is seen, 
"The Grent Cable Incline". The incline begins 
with a gr:tde of only 58% , then iocreasing to 
62 % goes on to Echo Mt. with a grade of 48 %, 
which is the least on the road. The grading 
was very difficult. The rock blasted out of the 
cuts had to be carl'ied by band and thrown into 
the caiion on one side, while much of the 
material used in construction and the dl'iving 
machinery at the head of the incline hall to be 
canied to their places on the backs of burros. 
One of the trestles, which is scarcely 200 feet 
long, baR one of its ends 100 feet higher than the 
other. Tbis will give an idea of the steepness 
of the incline. 
The tmck is a three-rail, the inside rail being 
used with each of the outside ones. There is a 
four-rail turnout exactly half way up. Here the 
two cars, which are permn.nenlly attached to an 
endless cable, pass, the one going up as the other 
comes down. 
Power is not only furnished from the station 
for the trolley system, bot a current is also 
delivered to a Keith motor which is connected by 
a. train of gears to the dl'iving drum of the cable 
machinery situated at ~~cho Mt. This is a 
singular combination of the electric a.ud cable 
roads. 
The cars, placed on ordinary trucks, are 
divided into three apartments, and built so that 
tl1e floor is horizootnl while it ascends this steep 
grade. This places the apa1·tments one above 
another, like stair steps, so that, the cars having 
no tops, the grand view, which appears before 
one's eyes, is unobstructed. 
A gmnd view indeed it is. Around you is the 
grandeur of tbe mountains; beneath you 3500 
feet lies the beautiful Snn Gabriel nod Los An-
geles Valleys; a.nd far in the distance is the great 
Pacific shining like a sen of gold as it is tinted 
in the rays of the setting suo. It is a great 
panorama of mountains and valleys, orange 
groves and ~ineyards, cities and towns, ocean 
and islands. 
This road bas "married the May of the ver-
dure of the valleys to the frosts and storms of 
the December mountains". " It is literally true 
that you can play at snowball in the morning, 
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gather roses and orauaes at noon, and seek re-
freshment before sun~et by an ocean dip at the 
beach thirty miles distant." 
It was through the efforts of Professor P. S. 
C. Lowe that this great enterprise was accom-
plished. 
CHAS. N. CHAlfBERS, '94. 
.. SHYLOCK, JR." OR "THE MER-
CHANT UP TO DATE." 
The burlesque of this year will be given at 
the Worcester Theatre, A. pril 26th and 27th, 
and the sale of the exchange checks bas been 
far beyond the expectations of the Show Com-
mittee. At this writing it is understood to be 
impossible to obtain exchange checks for the 
orchestra for either of the evening perform-
ances, all the lower boxes have been sold , and 
but few checks for the orchestra fot· the mati-
nee can be obtained. 
Dorina the spring vacation work on the 
chorus, ballet and cast has made rapid progress. 
Rehearsals for the chorus and ballet were of 
frequent occurrence, and the cast rehearsed 
daily. The men all take a lively interest in 
their work and each one is resolved to make the 
show a success. 
As is generally known, the title of the bur-
lesque is" Shylock, Jr." or "The Merchant up 
to Date." In the primary points the plot fol-
lows closely that of Shakespeare's " Merchant 
of Venice," bot most of the characters, however, 
are made slightly different from the ones por-
trayed by Shakespeare. There will be numerous 
specialties woven into the plot and much is 
expected from these. The ballet bas been under 
the constant supervision of A. W. Doe of 
the Senior class nod he has introduced many 
entirely new figures, which will su rely receive 
much applause. Special mention should be 
made of the Blizzard Ballet, on which much 
time has been spent, and which will close the 
first act. The chorus is being trained by C. I. 
Rice, whose work with the show of '93 is so well 
known and is a guarantee of a good chorus, to 
say the least. 
There is a large number of songs nod a. great 
variety of music. Mr. W. S. B. Dana, '97, bas 
composed the music entirely, which is said to 
be exceedingly bright and catchy, and in spite 
of the precautions of the committee, some of 
the airs are oow whistled about college to the ex-
clusion of the so-called popular songs of the 
day. The words to Mr. Dana's music have all 
been written by the author of the libretto, ~1r. 
Henry W. Doe, and rumor says that they folly 
uphold the reputation of this clever writer. 
Everything seems to point to a decidedly 
successful production and it is generally be-
lieved, that unless all signs fail, the show of '95 
will surpass in every respect the burlesque 
aiyen two years ago, which received such uni-
;ersal commendation. 
W . E. S. MEETING. 
The regular meeting of the Society was held 
Monday evening, ?t1arch 25th, in the Mechani-
cal Model Room of the Salisbury Laboratories. 
The meeting was called to order shortly after 
eight o'clock with President Clement in the 
chair. The minutes of the last meeting were 
read by the Secretary and approved by the chair. 
T he amendment to the Constitution regarding 
does, notice of whiclt was given at the last 
meeting, was adopted. Mr. J.P. Murphy, '95, 
was then admitted to membership according to 
form. 
The first paper to be presented wns by Messrs. 
M. C. Allen and F. W. Sawyer, graduate stu-
dents in Electrical Engineering, on " Long Dis-
tance Transmission of Power by Electricity." 
This was read by Mr. Allen, and brought forth 
a large number of important questions from the 
members. These questions were ably answered 
by Mr. Sawyer. Dr. Kimball also gave a short 
talk on some of the practical features of elec-
tricity. 
Mr. Clinton Alvord, '86, then read a very 
interesting paper on "The Construction of 
Eccentric and Odd-Shaped Gears by o. Graphi-
cal Method." Mr. Alvord accompanied his 
remarks with frequent references to some small 
drawings and also with crayon sketches of some 
of the more intricate steps. At the conclusion 
of this paper an animated discussion followed, 
in which Messrs. Tolman, '71, Chase, '77 , Parker, 
'79, and P1·of. Alden were the principal speakers. 
1\lr. Parker, in his remarks on the last paper, 
suggested that. a large amount of data,. embod~­
ing the essentml clements of mecba01cal engt-
neering, could be collected by the members of 
the Society. This data, he said, drawn. from 
experimental and research work, would be mval-
unble as a source of reference, and much mate-
l'ial worth would be found in it which could not 
be obtained from books alone. Such a collec-
tion, he thought, would give a more pointed 
value to the work of the Society. 
The meeting, which was largely attended, 
adjourned at ten o'clock. 
BASEBALL. 
The th'st two games in this year's schedule, 
namely, those with Wesleyan and Trinity, were 
cancelled on account of wet weather. This was 
quite unfortunate for Tech, as there were good 
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chances for winning both games. The game 
for the 20th with the Academy bas also been 
cancelled, but this date will undoubtedly be 
filled in with a good game. 
In the meantime practice is going on steadily. 
The men are fast getting the kinks out of their 
arms and most of the players have their "eye 
on the ball." The first outdoor work was ob-
tained during the early part of the vacation, 
and the candidAtes have beeu out every suitable 
day since. The men, as a whole, are showing 
up much better than at this time last year, al-
though they are by no means in perfect condi-
tion as yet. 
The most likely candidates for the vacant 
positions are Warren, '95 and Sibley, '96. Both 
are working hard and putting up a stiff game. 
Quite a little attention bas been directed to 
Ferry, '98. He is a good bitter and base run-
ner, but is a trifle weak in the field. 
The second nine would have played the High 
School last Saturday if it had been fair weather. 
They had a vety good chance of winning. 
Chambers is doing their twirling and Leland 
their catching. They played a practice game 
with the first ten.m April 6th, and showed that 
tbey were good rivals. Several games have 
already been arranged for them, and they will 
try hard to have as good a record ru; the 'Var-
sity nine. 
THE NEW CATALOGUE. 
The annual catalogue, which has just made its 
appearance, is the first one to be issued by our 
new president, and the common verdict is that 
it reflects much credit upon him. 
The general appearance of the book is differ-
ent (rom the old one in that it is larger and of a 
different color. In the first part of the book 
the1·e are, besides the list of Tru::~tees, Faculty and 
Instructors, as formerly, the course of weekly 
lectures nod the special lectures for the cunent 
year. The main portion of the catalogue is 
taken up by a descl'iption of the different 
courses of instruction. The details of each 
course are given somewhat more folly than in 
previous catalogues, this being especially true 
of the mechanical department, of which a very 
thorough description is given. The list of 
undergrac.luate students is transferred to the lat-
ter part of the catalogue, coming just before 
the list of graduates. There is also an alpha-
betical list of graduates, which is very conven-
ient for anyone who wishes to look up a certain 
graduate whose class is not known. 
At the very end, instead of the pages devoted 
to advertisements of the Washburn Shops, is a 
page given up to Alumni associations, giving 
the officers of each one. 
It is understood that Dr. Mendenhall wishes 
all students who know of persons who are inter-
est~d in the Tech, to leave the names and 
addresses of such persons at the office. Cata-
logues will then be mailed to them, and, if the 
student so desires, his card will be enclosed 
with it. 
THE NEW SOUTH. 
The Current Topics Society met Tuesday 
Evening, March 19th, and discussed the subject 
"The New South." The different phases of 
the situation were taken up as follows: "The 
work of the Atlanta Uni\"'ersity in the educa-
tion of negroes," A. H. Bumstead, '98. "The 
present condition of tbc Negro," F. W. Craw-
shaw, '96. "The future of the race," H. C. 
Smith, '98. "Politics in the South," F. M. 
?tlartin, '95. 
Dr. Haynes also spoke of the work of several 
southern educational institutions, and Prof. 
Cutler briefly discussed the literature of that 
section of the country. 
A general c.liscossion then followed touching 
upon the preceding topics as well as upon the 
manufacturing interests of the Southern States. 
Y . M. C . A . MEETING. 
The Y. M. C. A. held its annual meeti!lg in 
Prof. Conant's room, Tuesday noon, March 28, 
and, after the reading of several reports, the fol-
lowing officers were elected for the ensuing 
year: President, J. ,V. Higgins, '96; Vice-
President, E. H. Willmarth, '97; Correspond-
ing Secretary, E. G. Beckwith, '97; Recording 
ecretary, W. B. Bingham, '98 ; Treasurer, A. 
T. Fuller, '98. 
-----
MAJOR LIVERMORE' S LECTURE. 
The regular Monday morning lecture was 
delivered on March 25th, by Major Livermore 
of the U. S. Engineering Corps, on the subject, 
"Lighthouses." The lecturer traced the history 
of the lighthouse f•·om the ancient ones on the 
Mediterranean, which were temples dedicated 
to the gods and having wood fires burned upon 
their tops at night, to the modern "first class 
light." He also gave many interesting points 
concerning lighthouse construction, fog signals, 
and the modern lighthouse lantern. The lecture 
was illustrated by many stereopticon views. 
A TRAGEDY. 
1\!r. H. Bender is a nice young man. T&ll 
and stately, with a clean-cut countenance which 
denotes both .character and intelligence. .Mr. 
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Bender combines with a lofty personality a 
suave, engaging manner and all the qualities of 
good fellowship so characteristic of the up-to-
date youth. When he steps into a fasb-
io~a~le caf~, order~ a welsh. rarebit, together 
wtth tce water and ctgars for hunself and friends, 
then shakes and sticks the bouse for the layout, 
he does it in !'uch a deucedly entrancing way 
that the proprietor smiles, bows, and almost 
begs his pardon for being allowed to live. 
When be walks down town wilh trousers torned 
up, pipe in mouth, bands in pockets, and shoul-
ders thrown forward, he cuts such a swath 
t~at .the inhabitants stand aside and gaze after 
~1m 10 open-mouthed wonder. His versatility 
ts only surpassed by his equanimity. In a word, 
.Mr. Bender is a man of parts. 
Not long ago, fate decreed that he should ac-
company a young lady to the theatre. Another, 
who considered she bad a mortgage on his time 
and talents, resented it. No explanation on his 
part could mend matters. Revenge she wanted, 
and re~enge she would have. Bender usually 
bad bts laundry left on the table in the ball 
outside his apartments. Accordingly, one 
morning when she knew him to be at reci-
tations, she went up cautiously, took the bundle 
and departed. Some copies of the more popular 
magazines which were lying on the table, were 
also included in the haul. 
Presently it come to be noised about among 
Bender's classmates, that presents were being 
received. A young lady would come to the 
door, ask if 1\lr. Blank was in, and on being 
informed that be was not, would leave a small 
but;ldle, requesting that it be given to him. 
Qmte a number of the fellows received them, 
and under precisely the same circumstances as 
related above. One received a pair of socks 
another a necktie and a magazine, a third ~ 
collar and a pai r of cuffs, still another an ath-
letic shirt used by runners, and so on, till quite 
a cabinet might have been formed if they were 
brought together. " Who is she? Where did 
she get them? Pt·etty mysterious, old man !" 
Such were some of the questions and comments 
pass.ed. Finally one o~ t~e fellows, Varsty, 
receaved a copy of a per10dacnl with H. Bender 
written on the cover. That \Vas the first clue. 
They resolved to test it. 
A group of athletes were in one of the dress-
ing-rooms preparing for the tournament. 
V arsty was taking off his necktie. Suddenly 
an involuntary exclamation from Bender: 
" That 's my necktie !" " Those are my stock-
ings and that 's my collar. I can tell by the 
wagon tongue flaps," followed in quick soc-
cession. Then he paused; he bad given him-
self away. Roars of laughter followed. Word 
was passed to the fellows outside. When be 
appeared on the track he was guyed unmerci-
fully. "Go it there, stockings! Go it !'~ 
" Good work, neckties!" "Keep it up, collars 
and cu1Is! Keep it up!" After the races Ben-
der saw his friends. The favors were neckties 
stockings, &c. The menu cards bad a cut of ~ 
young lady ringing a door-bell just as the moon 
was beginning its eclipse. '96. 
RAMBLER. 
Why should not Tech have a track near the 
Institute grounds? It takes two boors to aet 
twenty minutes' exerciee, when a man goes 0 to 
the Oval. It woold not take one-third of that 
time if a track were located nearby, with the 
result, that more men would come out, come out 
oftener, than when they are in the habit of 
going to the Oval, and, what onaht to have 
weight with the Faculty, it woold ~ve a man 
more time for studies. The field at the bottom 
of the bill would make an ideal spot. Bliss' 
field, with a little levelling, wonld do. A cinder 
track along the wall, and, a short-distance 
track, would look good on the lawn tennis 
courts, though likely to raise opposition. Noth-
ing elaborate is needed. A 100-yards straight-
~-~ay, a s~all ~val track with a level spot 
mstd~ for JUmpmg and putting shot is all 
that ts wanted. The catalogue recently issued 
says, "lt is difficolt to estimttte the evil effect 
of the habit of daily riding to and fro in the 
cars, upon a student's enthusiasm and single-
ness of purpose." Here's an opportunity to 
give the statement a practical indorsement. 
• • • • • • 
Our classical brethren are way ahead of their 
Tech brothers in the matter of vacations. To 
be sure we have the vacations ; we need not 
perform unless we wish to do so, but-it is this 
very fact wherein the rub comes. A man 
wool~ rather work in the early days of spring 
than tn the beat of summer, and, while he kicks 
himself because he cannot have his vacation, 
he is somewhat reconciled by the thourrbt, th~t 
the grime and sweat does not stand an ~ch thick 
on his face at this period of the year. T be 
chemists, civiJs, and mechanics alike, must 
endure this, yet there is no help for it. 
• • • • • • 
The remarks made by a gentlemen at the 
last W. E. S. me~ting fu rnished good food 
for thought. The Alumni of the Institute, 
almost all being engaged in practical pursuits 
and connected with every phase of engineering 
life, would, by the interchange of opinions and 
experiences, be of great benefit to each other, 
to the students now at the Institute, and to the 
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scientific reputation of the Tech. This would 
mean the establishment of a scientific paper, to 
be issued under the auspices of the W. E. S. at 
stated periods, and no doubt it would flourish. 
• • • • • • 
In a short time the show, everybody with his 
sister, cousin, and somebody else, will be there. 
What a night I What fun I Rambler opines 
that it will be superior to any of the profes-
sional shows which have been here in a long 
while, if rumors which are floating about are to 
be credited. Everybody looks forward to it 
with tbe pleasantest anticipations. 
NOTES. 
'89. Lieut. Rogers F. Gardner, U. S. A., 
recently of 16th Infantry, on duty at Fort 
Douglas, Utah, bas been transferred to the 8rd 
Artillery and is stationed at Key West, Fla. 
'90. Herbert E. Austin is at present Profes-
sor of Natural Science in the Maryland State 
Normal School at Baltimore. He was married 
last August to Miss Lillian E. Denny of 
Worcester. 
'90. W. L. Smith is now located at R. F. 
Hawkins' Iron Works, Springfield, Mass. 
'92. William Nelson bas recently received 
an excellent promotion from the W estingbouse 
Electric Company, of Pittsburg, Penn. His 
saJnry has been doubled and his name placed on 
the first list for promotion. 
'92. William F. Burleigh is now in the chemi-
cal department of the West Bergen Steel Works 
at Jersey City, New Jersey. 
'94:. Announcement bas been made of the 
engagement of Geo. M. Eaton, '94, to ?t!iss Alice 
Paine of Redlands, Cal. 
'94:. Cbas. G. Harris is naphtha inspector for 
the District of Columbia. 
'96. R. Sanford Riley has been elected 
editor-in-chief of Ninety-sir's Aftermath, and F. 
E. Knowles, assistant. 
Manager Crawshaw has appointed H. D. Car-
penter assistant footbal~ manager. 
COLLEGE NOTES. 
The Cornell musical clubs have given up their 
proposed trip to England on account of the ex-
pense. They will take two short trips in this 
country instead. 
Visitors may witness the practice of crews at 
Harvard on Mondays only. 
Mrs. Leland Stanford proposes to enlarge 
Stanford U oiversity to three times its present 
size. 
1\I. I. T. baa no Easter recess. 
The Freshmen of Stevens' Tech have been in-
formed that the Sopbs are pleased to allow them 
to carry canes henceforth. 
The Russian language bas been added to the 
curriculum of Cornell University. 
The University of Michigan bas secured the 
great World's Fair organ for its chapel services. 
An "Alumni Weekly," of eight pages will 
soon be published by the Harvard Orimson. 
At Brown each class is compelled to take four 
hours a week of gymnasium work, marks being 
given as in other studies. 
Football bas been prohibited at Georgetown 
College. 
The subject of a gymnasium is being agitated 
at the Rose P. I., the faculty and trustees guar-
anteeing that when 81,500 bas been raised a 
building costing between $2,000 and $2,500 
shall be erected. 
---------------------TAKE MOMENTS. 
THE shades of night were Calling Cast, 
Ae through the drawing-room there passed 
A crowd or Seniors: etLch one bore 
Bowser's Mechanics, saying o'er 
Take moments ! 
Their brows were sad; their eyes beneath 
Flashed Uke the "Witch of Agoeel's" teeth, 
And llke a "cart wheel dollar" rung 
The accents of the song they sung, 
Take moment&! 
Is there no e&rtbly way to do 
Those little sums or crank and screw? 
Around the spectral problems shone, 
And from tbelr lips escaped a groan, 
Take moments I 
"Now try tbls one," the old man sald, 
And down It came on the Senior's bead. 
"I can not do It," be replied. 
The " Prof." In tones or thunder cried, 
Take moments ! ! I 
"0 stay," the malden said, "and rest 
Your o'er wrought. brain upon my breast." 
"I wlU," the Senior cried with haste, 
"And wUh my arm around your waist 
Take moments." 
Beware or :tx: and Y, 
When you around the fulcrum pry. 
This was the "Prof's." laat warning word, 
And rrom the Seniors 'round was heard, 
Take moments I 
At break or day, as heavenward, 
The pious Tecbe the stairway t rod, 
A sound came on the startled air, 
And then they beard a Senior swear, 
Tate moments ! 
ADd In the twlllght cold and gray, 
A rigid body there he lay, 
While ln a trajectory line, 
A voice slid from the plane lncUne, 
Take moments I 
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C. L. GORHAM & CO., 
DKALERB L~ 
FINE . ·. PIANOS. 
ORGANS, MUSICAL MERCHANDISE AND 
SHEET MUSIC IN GR.EA T VARIETY. 
All popular sheet mu le and songs of the day just hnl! 
price. Banjo nod Guitar strings equally cheap. 
454 M a in Street. 
THE BORAGE PARTRIDGE GO., 
335 Washington Street, 
BOSTON. 
At~letic Supplies of every Description. 
Outfi tters to W. P. 1. Football Tea m. 
STOP AT THE COMMONWEALTH HOTEL, 
Woreester, Mass. F . G. llARDE~ & Co., P roprlew n . 
Two Minutes !rom Uotoo Depot. Rates, S2.00 and $2.1i0 per day. 
BIUw d l:toom. Steam Heat. E leetrle Light. Sample Rooms. BaWl. 
C. W. CLAFLIN & CO., 
DEALERS IN Al.L KTNDS OF 
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal. 
Als o, all kinds of Wood and Kindlings. 
All oroer s will have our most caref ul and prompt atten· Offices, No. 376 Malo Street nod at Yards, Shrewsbury tion. Send for our illust rated eatalo::,rue. Street and Union Street, cor. Central 
PAUL F. SEIBOLD, 
FIRST-cLASS 
Hair Gnttln(, Shaviii( ~ Shampooin[ Parlors. 
CHJLDREN 'S HAIR C UTTING A SPECIALTY. 
RAZORS H ON E D. 
476 Main Street, O\"er CLARK, 8 .a.WY&B co., 
WORCESTER, MASS. 
KYES & WOODBURY, 
ARTISTS AND ENGRAVERS, 
84 PARK A VENUE, 
'""'i11TORCESTER, ~ASS-
WORGESHR ELIGTROTYPE 
- AND-
TELEPHOitE, Ito. 6 11'•3. 
BICYC4:&S. 
Call and see them and see for yourself if they are 
not the best. Prices to suit all. 
R EPAIRING ANI> LETTING . 
WM. KRAFVE, Age nt, 
NEW ltELIABLE HOUSE, 21 2 MAIN STREET. 
WESBY'S BINDERY 
Does every descri ption of rebinding 
and repairing at reasonable prices. 
Office, 3 8 7 Main Street, 
""'J'iTORCESTER2 ~ASS. 
GO TO ••• 
EASTON' S, 
Photo. Engraving Co., coR. MAtN AND PLEAsANT sTREETs, 
10 BARTON PLACE, 
WORC~ST~R, 1\.:£ASS. 
A L SO NIC KEL PLATERS. 
f o r your 
STATIONERY. 
, 
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THE WARE-PRATT CO. 
CLOTHIERS, TAILORS, 
Hatters and Furnishers, 
408-410-412 MAIN ST., 
WORCESTER, MASS. 
H. F. A. LANGE, 
+Floral Decorator,+ 
294 Main St .. Worcester, Mass .. 
Keeps constantly ln Stock 
F A.NCY ROSES A. NO FINEST ASSORTMENT 
Of CUT FLOWERS, 
Whleb be wiU arrange ln Designs of any kind. 
Decorating Parlors and Halls a Specialty. 
THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
THE MOST IMPORTANT 
Eagineertng \Yorks, lechaDJsms and lanllfactu.res 
are represented and described tn the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
The Scientific: American should have a place In 
all professions. 
Try it. Weekly, $3.00 a year. 
BEMIS & CO., 
BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS. 
All the Latest Novelties in 
FOOTWEAR. 
421 and 423 MAIN STREET, 
WORCESTER. 
C. C. LO"V\TELL, 
(Successor to J. 0. WurrE,) 
HEADQUAR TERS FOR 
Mathematical • Instruments 
And ARTIST MATERIALS. 
ALSO, l"tlLL LINX OI' 
P AINTB, OILS, GLASS, and V ARNI8li.ES. 
12 PEARL ST., opp. Post-Office. 
BARTON PLACE, 
WORCESTER. 
PRINTER& OF ILLUSTRATED 
MATTER 
FINE JOB PRINTING 
OF •••• 
EVERY DESORIPTION. 
L. W. PENNINGTON, 
Designer, lannractnring Jeweler, and 
DIAMOND SETTER. 
Badges and Emblems Made to Order. 
Gilding, Acid Coloring and Oxidizing, Repairin,, Etc. 
Old Gold and Silver Purchased. 
397 MAIN STREET, WORCESTER, MASS. 
WM. S. SMITH & CO., 
DEALERS IN 
Hardware and 
Building Materials, 
Carpenters' and Machinists• Tools, 
ALSO DRAWINO INSTRUMENTS. 
171 Main St., Worcester, Mass. 
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FRED. W. WELLINGTON & 00., 1838. 1839. 
Wbolesnle and Retail Dealers In 
COAL. AT LARGEST STOCK AND LOWEST PRICES 
418 MAIN ST., WORCESTER, MASS. S. R. LELAND & SON'S, 
Branch Oflce, 600 MAIN STREET. 446Main St., Worcester. 
COAL POOKETS, 
~OR""fi7VrC:E1, co~~-
Agents tor the Celebrated A. C. Fairbanks, L. B. Gat-
comb, Luscomb & Stewart Banjos, Wa.<~bburn,.~ Vega, 
Bruno & Stratton Guitars, Washburn, Vega, l:lt.rattoo , 
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--H IRE YOUR - -
~.A.CJ~B .A..~:J:> TI~.A..~B 
AT 
:S:ARRING'I'ON & ER0-78 7 
35 CENTRAL STREET. 
A. :F44• EI::H.A~~9 
TEMPERANCE ' DRINK~ 
PRJGE, 
$2.00. 
CIGARS AND TOBACCO, 
AT HOME OR ABROAD, 
Wherever you are , you can always be assured of a quick and clc~n 
shave when you use one of 
Dr. Scott's Electric Safety Razors, 
with corrugated roller guard; a perfect device for shaving, without the slight-
est danger of cutting the face; a safeguard against Barbers' Itch, Pimples 
and Blotches. 
A NOVICE CAN USE IT. EVERY BLADE CUARANTEEO. 
For a:1le by all dealers, or will be sent, post'paid, on receipt of price. If you pnrchue one at the store. be 
sure t o ask for Dr. SCOTT'S, as this is the only one with the corrugated roller guard, wbich prevents pulling. 
Se.nd for our book, "Tlul Doctor s S tory," free. A.s-ta 'tl·aatd. 
MeotJoo tbia Maguiae. Adctte.s CEO. A. SCOTT, ROOI 3, 846 Broadway; Y. 
E. AJj DICKIE, 
Baggage ~x~ress. 
OBDEB SL&TE, 
9 Pleasant Street. 
The Richmond Strai(ht Cut No. 1 
GIGHBETTES 
are made from the brig~tel¢, most 
delicately davored, and highest co£t 
GOLD LEAF grown In V Irginia. 
Tbis Is the OLD AND 0RIOOU.L 
BRL'il> OP STRAIGHT CUT Cigar· 
ette11, and was brought out by,us 1o the year 1876. 
Beware ef laltauo .. , ud obserTe lbal the JI'JRIII: li'Ali.K 
u below, Ia Oll en.ry package 
ALLEN & GINTER, Manufs., 
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. - ., 
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~. '(IV. T eFl'VVXS~ 
8aeeeMer c. Lewu ~ Eae ..... 
Wbolesale and RetaU STATIONER, BLANK BOOK AND PAPER Dealer. All kinda of PRINTL"\G. BL.~""K 
BOOKS made to order, also complete line of TEACHERS' and SCHOOL SUPPLIES. 
No. 505 MAIN STREET, WORCESTER, MASS. TzLEPaom: 21s-•. 
D RA 'WING PAPER IN SHEETS AND ROLLS. 
GLOBE HALL BILLIARDS C. M. HERRICK, Proprietor. 1 No. ro Pearl St., t wo doors from Mrun . 
ltlg ht, Jfoomy and convenien t. ~IGIIT B :lll:la rd A.r1cl. Poo 1 Ta.b1 e.-. . 
BAY STATE tiOUSE. 
BaDklng with best of Flrst-Clas8 Hotels of New Eng-
land, reo.rganized and will be conducted on a 
First-Class Basis 
BEND 
FIVE 
2• CENT 
STAMPS 
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80 
PAC£ 
CATALOCUE. 
In every particular. Passenger Elevator. Weii-Fur-
nl!bed .Hooms and all heated by Steam. 
FRANK P. DOUGLA..~S, 
THEO. ALTENEDER & SoNS, 
Pt41LADELPt41~ . 
Proprietor. 
Barnard, Sumner & Putnam Co., = 
.. 
DRY Goons )~D CA11_PETI. !· 
Tbe largest bouse devoted to legitio:ate Dry Goods ! 
in New England. It grows with the growth of Wor- j 
cester Ooooty, becanse it is the acknowledged Sbop- ;: 
p l:og Home of the Ladles, ao1 becaose all tbJngs are .. 
bere that oogbt to be here, and at the Fairest P rices. .S 
Barnard, Sumner &: Putnam Co. 
JOHN A. SNO'W'"~ · 
Is Prepared 10 do allldoda of 
• • ~ 
0 
• 
• B~~T AND ~H~~ R~PAIRING, ; 
~ 326 MAIN STREET, 
"" Opposite .Mechanics B all, up one tughL or StaU-8, ~ 
Room 2. 
LADlES' and GENTS' SEWED WORK a Specialty. 
Back and Front Stays a nd Toe Tips. 
••DISCOUNT TO TECHST" 
PATEIT ADJUSTABLE STAID. 
WASHBURN MACHINE SHOP, 
Ladles and Qea&lemen Looking ror raa aad a Qood Heal&llhl l xerelse. 
CAN FJMD IT AT 
. 
fT. ::F». ~~XTFl'& 
Ten. Plr1, B:U11ard an.d Pool Room, 
87 Pearl Street, Worcester, Kau. Hoan for Ladles: 9 J.. I. to 4 P. • · 
WE 
6 \ll 
0\lK . 
CKATOH _,;~? 
VORTKAIT .5 ~ ~~~~. 
VA.STEL ~ 
VO~T~AITS 
aT 
._ . 
t='ltt~ r'UittiSHittCiS · · · · • 
. ~ ATHL~Tit .Surrt:les 
-01' -
Eow ARD B. CLAPP, 
365 MAIN STREET. 
MIQt1 ~ QKADE 
f 
Yt10T05 
ON.LY. 
Groups and Large Work a Specialty. 
r I 
-?--ENGAGE YOUR SITIING5.4E- J 
. 
25 P£R CENT. 
DISCOUNT· · • 
TO TECH • · • 
STUDENTS. 
326 MAIN STREET~ 
I 
Opp. Mechanics Hall. 
-z-e>:a-4 ~ .A.X...'TIEl~B, 
CUSTOM SHIRT MAKER, 
Hatter and Men's Outfitter. 
DEAD I Mo, Only a drop: in Prices. · 
PINAFORES AND APRONS 
For the Chemists. 
DRESS SUITS FOR THE MACHINE SHOP. 
